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Division Rings with Anti-automorphism 
The purpose of this note is to present some remarks on theorems con- 
cerning division rings with involution obtained tw Dieudonne and Herstein. 
TVhat xve need in our consideration are the following simple facts: 
LEntx\ 1. Let R be nn ussocintine riq with a unit element and o be an 
anti-auton2o~plzisln qf R such that ~3 is an imer automovphism induced b~l an 
eleme~lt a, qf R. Then a,,O :~~- ai’ c with an element c in the rentre of K. CT induces 
at2 involution on the centralizer of a0 in R. 
Proof: For any clcmcnt b E R, IS-L‘ 11are ho” =~ ab’ba,, . Hence (r~” = 
(bii2)(; --~~ (a0 ‘ha,,)” == a,,“b”a,“. On the other hand bcz3 =: (b”)n2 ailbOa,, . 
These imply a+z,,Gbo == b”uoa;, consequently, that aOa,; is in the center of K. 
This settles the first assertion. Being C’(a) the central&r of an element a in R, 
we then have C(a,,) C(a,,“) = C(a,,)O. Thus 4 induces an anti-automorphism 
on C’(a,,) which is in fact an involution. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
B!. the way the element c in the lemma is symmetric with respect to the 
automorphism induced bv CJ on the center of Ii. 
Being R any ring with an anti-automorphism 0, ,Y denotes, as usual, the 
set of all wmmetric elements, and I( the set of skew-svmmetric ones, i.e., 
S {x E R ~ I’” == xj and K = {.x E R 1 s” -:- -xl. S is a Jordan subring 
of R under the multiplication a b :m ah -; bn; K is a Lie subring of R 
under the multiplication [CZ, b] == ab - ba. 
IAWU.I 2. Keeping the assumptions and notations in Lemma 1, S a& X: are 
rorrtained in C(a,,). S and K are the sets of symmetric respectiz.elv skew-.vyrrr- 
metric elements z&h respect to the involution induced by o on C’(a,,). 
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Provf. If b E S, then b ~mm hO’ m: (1” ‘bn,, implies that b is in C(a,,). Hence 
Y C C(q)). Similarly for K. l’he rest of the assertions is triv-ial. 
Now if the centralizer C(q) is simple, then the known facts about simple 
rings with involution can be applied to C(a,,). Though all theorems below 
can be formulated for more general rings, we confine ourselves only to the 
case of division rings, vvherc the condition that C’(n,,) is simple is trivially 
satisfied. 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Ref. [2, Theorem 71. 
THEOREM I. Let D he a di7,ision ring of ckavactevistic dizeerent ,from 2, 
and u he un anti-automorphism whose square is an inner automorphism. Then 5’ 
is a simple joudan ring. 
As for the generating of a ring with an anti-automorphism by S or K, we 
have the following theorems. The first one is a generalization of a theorem 
due to Dieudonne [I] (or Jacobson [4, p. 1871). 
'I'IIEOREM 2. Let II he u di7.ision ring 70ith an anti-automovphism 0 zc?hose 
squase is an inner automorphism induced by a?~ element a,, . Then the dizGion 
ring generated hy the set S of symmetric elements with respect to o is either equal 
fo the cenfmlizer. C(a,,) of a,, in D or contained in the center of C(a,). 
‘l’hc next one follows directly from Ref. [2, Theorem S]. 
'I'IIE~REN 3. A-eeping the assumptiot~,s and notations in Theorem 2, assume 
that C(a,,) is more than four dimensional oz‘e~ its renter, then the division GlC 
generated l>v I<, the set of .ske7u-symmetric elements zcitlt sespecf to 0, is C(a,,). 
Similarly WC obtain the following theorem from Ref. [2, ‘Theorem 1 I]. 
'I'HEORELI 4. h?eeping the assumptions und notations as aboce, assume that 
(,‘(a,,) is more fhan 16dimensional owr its renter. Then Amy element oj‘ ,V ~a11 
be written as a sum of squares of eleme~lts of K with coeficieits I 1. 
An example of another type of theorems 1. .s the following ow which is 
a partial generalization of a theorem due to Herstcin [3]. 
‘l’Ill3~RE~I 5. I/et D be a diz’ision rin<y (f characteristic difj’ercrlt from 2, 
and (7 be an arzti-alltonzorphism whose spare is an inner automorphism induced l?y 
an ekemel!? a,, algebraic ol’er the center % of D. If the set S of sl’mmetr.ic elements 
satisjics a pol~xomial identit3 I, then I) is finite dimensional 07x Z, of dimrnsifm 
at most 4n8ro, where 7 is the degree oj. a,, c%ler %. dIoorewer, <f the automorphism 
of Z iudured by 0 is the ide?2titjl antortzorpllisill, then dim, 11 1 [in]” r?. 
Proof. Since [Z(a,) : Z] = Y is finite, we have, as is well-known, that 
%(a,,) is the center of C(a,) and [D : C(q)] -=I [Z(a,) : Z] p- r (cf, Jacobson 
[4, p. 1651). Then the assertion follows from Theorems 3 and I, Ref. [3], 
together with the computation of dimensionality. 
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